
physics and McKay professor of applied
physics, and assistant professor of physics
Jennifer Ho≠man have taught freshman
seminars in which students built appara-
tus on their own, often incorporating ma-
terials available at hardware stores, and
then conducted experiments followed by
discussion on ways to evaluate the valid-
ity of the results, and other activities that
the normal diet of problem sets and rou-
tine lab exercises cannot elicit.

The transfer of experiences from those
seminars to other courses, particularly
the new physical-sciences sequence, and
the prospective formal evaluation of peer
teaching, are parts of what Huth called an
e≠ort to “identify best practices” and
move them into more widespread use.

As such preliminary signs suggest,
there are abundant opportunities to im-
prove upon teaching at Harvard. Many
ideas for how to do so exist outside the
University, and the task force intends to
explore some of those it finds promising.

What if applicants for professorships
presented not only their research but a
“pedagogical colloquium” in which they
dissected a syllabus, explained how to
help students master an especially
di∞cult concept, or detailed a teaching
innovation? What if some professors in
each discipline investigated how it was
most e≠ectively taught: observing, draft-
ing case studies, presenting them for crit-
icism, revision, and publication?

Such ideas are most closely associated
with Lee S. Shulman, a past professor of ed-
ucational psychology at Michigan State and
Stanford and now president of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching (www.carnegie-
foundation.org). An evangelist
for professional reform, he has
argued for a “scholarship of
teaching” as a full complement
to the scholarship of “investiga-
tion” (or research) in defining
faculty responsibilities.

Teaching as Community Property,
also the name of Shulman’s
best-known essay, is a call for
“an end to pedagogical soli-
tude.” By subjecting pedagogy
to structured, documented
analysis, peer review, and re-

Yesterday’s News
From the pages of the Harvard Alumni Bulletin and Harvard Magazine

1911 Witter Bynner ’02 writes the Bul-
letin to protest Harvard’s refusal to allow
Emmeline Pankhurst to address the Har-
vard Men’s League for Woman Suffrage in
Sanders Theatre. An anonymous “Old
Grad” disagrees: “Aside from Amazons,
mismated women, and sexless persons in
female garb, the supporters of the fad of
equal suffrage are few.” 

1926 Answering the question “What is
a Good Teacher Worth?” the Bulletin
urges that Harvard pay its full professors
a minimum wage of $10,000 a year.

1936 A University telephone directory
is issued by the Crimson and the tele-
phone company. Lowell House, with 40
telephones per 100 inhabitants, out-
classes Washington, D.C. (35.8 per 100),
“top scorer in the outside world league.”

The newspapers of Cornell, Columbia,
Dartmouth, Harvard, Princeton, Penn,
and Yale jointly publish an editorial
calling for an “Ivy League” of foot-
ball, to preserve “the ideals of 
intercollegiate athletics.” 

1941 The day after the attack
on Pearl Harbor, undergradu-
ates pack Sanders Theatre to
listen to President Roosevelt’s
war message to Congress; that
evening, a cheering crowd of
6,000 hears Presi-

dent Conant pledge all Harvard’s re-
sources to help ensure a speedy and
complete victory.

1951 The Administrative Board refuses
to permit women to stay in the Houses
until 11 P.M., even though Yale has already
extended its curfew to that hour.

1961 The Harvard Civil Rights Com-
mittee holds an emergency funding drive
to support the Student Non-Violent Co-
ordinating Committee volunteers regis-
tering voters in McComb, Mississippi.

1966 Several hundred antiwar demon-
strators confront Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara, M.B.A. ’39, who is
visiting Cambridge as the first honorary
associate of the Kennedy Institute of 
Politics, and trap his car briefly.

1971 Newly installed President
Bok and nine members of his staff ac-
cept a challenge from the Crimson to
play a game of six-man touch foot-
ball. The game ends in a 6-6 tie.

1986 The Faculty of Arts and
Sciences votes to establish an
honors concentration in the field
of women’s studies.The lone dis-
senter, professor of government
Harvey Mansfield, calls the new

program a “foolish and almost
pitiful surrender to

feminism.”
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